collect set — Set the current (active) collection

Description

collect set identifies a collection to be the current (active) collection.

Quick start

Set c1 as the current collection

```
collect set c1
```

Menu

Statistics > Summaries, tables, and tests > Tables and collections > Set current collection

Syntax

```
collect set cname
```

where `cname` is the name of an existing collection.

Remarks and examples

collect set identifies a collection to be the current collection. This means that any results collected with the `collect` prefix or the `collect get` command will be stored in this collection, by default. Also, any style specifications and labels will apply to this collection. And any exported tables will be based on this collection as well.

When you start Stata, you will have a single collection called `default`. This will be the current collection until you specify another collection to be the current one or until you issue a `table` command. This command is unique in that it presents a table of results and automatically creates a collection called `Table` to store those results.

If you want to set another collection to be the current collection but cannot remember the collection name, you can list all the collections in memory by typing

```
.collect dir
```

You can then specify your selected collection name in `collect set`.

If you would instead like to create a new collection and make it the current one, you can use `collect create`. 
Stored results

`collect set` stores the following in `s()`:

Macros

- `s(current)` — name of current collection

Also see

[TABLES] `collect create` — Create a new collection